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1.1 A CASTE MEETING OF THE KURINI

21 MORE THAN ONE LOOM UNDER SAME ROOF
3.1 MACHINERY INTRODUCED AT YWCS AS PART OF ITS ENTREPRENEURIAL OUTLOOK

3.2 APPRAISER CHECKING THE REEDS OF A SARI WOVEN BY YWCS MEMBER
4.2 CLOTHES OFFERINGS IN A RITUAL AMONG BANDA KURINI

4.1 KURINI PRIEST PERFORMING A RITUAL
4.3 DISCUSSING PROFESSIONAL MATTERS DURING A RITUAL GATHERING

4.4 A PADMASALE YOUTH PERFORMING DEEPAVALI Pooja UNDER HIS FATHER'S SUPERVISION
4.5 AN YOUNG INDEPENDENT WEAVER WEAVING A SILK SARI

4.6 AN ORPHAN GIRL WORKING AS A HIRED WEAVER
4.7 A DIVORCED WOMAN WORKING AS HIRED WEAVER IN COTTON UNDER A MIDDLE MAN WEAVER

8 AN AGED NON-HIRED COTTON WEAVER WORKING AT HIS LOOM.
CHILDREN ATTENDING TO PRE-LOOM WORK

WEAVER'S FAMILY WITH KINSMEN ON A SOCIAL OCCASION
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